The present invention provides a method, location service apparatus, and system for acquiring a cell position, relating to the field of mobile communications. The method comprises the following steps: a location service apparatus receives, from a first terminal, a locating request including the identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides, determines whether the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is stored in a base station database of the location service apparatus and generates a result of determining and, in the case where the result of determining is that the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is stored in the base station database of the location service apparatus, sends a first locating request to the first terminal, receives first position information from the first terminal, wherein the first position information is the position information returned after the first terminal carries out a location according to the first locating request, and stores the first position information as the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell. The present invention can be applied to locate a cell where a roaming terminal resides.
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a location service apparatus receives, from a first terminal, a locating request including the identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides

the location service apparatus determines whether the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is stored in the base station database of the location service apparatus and generates a result of determining

No

the location service apparatus sends a first locating request to the first terminal

the location service apparatus receives the first position information from the first terminal, wherein the first position information is the position information returned after the first terminal carries out a location according to the first locating request

the location service apparatus stores the first position information as the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell
a location service apparatus receives, from a first terminal, a locating request including the identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides

the location service apparatus determines whether the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is stored in the base station database of the location service apparatus and generates a result of determining

the location service apparatus sends a first locating request to the first terminal

the location service apparatus receives, from the first terminal, the first position information of the cell where the first terminal resides

the location service apparatus stores the first position information as the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell

the location service apparatus calculates GPS assistance information according to the first position information

the location service apparatus sends a second locating request to a second terminal residing in the cell

the location service apparatus receives, from the second terminal, the second position information of the cell generated by the second terminal according to the second locating request

the location service apparatus generates the third position information according to the first position information and the second position information

the location service apparatus updates the cell position information with the third position information
Fig. 3

- **Mobile terminal**
  - 301: Locating request
  - 302: If the terminal is in a roaming state, searching the roamed region position collecting device for the position corresponding to the cell identifier
  - 303: Calculating assistance location data with the rough position and sending the calculated assistance location data to the terminal
  - 304: The terminal calculates the position and returns the result to the location service apparatus
  - 305: If there is the corresponding position information, returning the position information to the location service apparatus
  - 306: Sending the position result
  - 307: Providing the GPS satellite almanac to the terminal
  - 308: The terminal performs the location by itself and returns the result to the location service apparatus
  - 309: Sending the position result
  - 310: If there is no position information corresponding to the cell, no position information is found
  - 311: Updating the position
  - 312: Store the position information

- **Location service apparatus**
  - Determining whether the terminal is in a roaming state
  - If there is the corresponding position information, returning the position information to the location service apparatus

- **Roamed region collecting device**
  - Determining whether there is position information

- No cell position information is found
Fig. 4

41. A location service apparatus receives, from a first terminal, a locating request including the identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides.

42. The location service apparatus determines whether the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is stored in the base station database of the location service apparatus and generates a result of determining.

43. No

44. The location service apparatus sends a first locating request to the first terminal.

45. The location service apparatus receives, from the first terminal, first position information of the cell where the first terminal resides.

46. The location service apparatus stores the first position information as the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell.

47. The location service apparatus receives a locating request including the identifier of a first cell to be searched from a first cell position information requesting apparatus.

48. Yes

49. The location service apparatus sends the first position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus.
a location service apparatus receives, from a first terminal, a locating request including the identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides

the location service apparatus determines whether the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is stored in the base station database of the location service apparatus and generates a result of determining

the location service apparatus sends a first locating request to the first terminal

the location service apparatus receives, from the first terminal, first position information of the cell where the first terminal resides

the location service apparatus stores the first position information as the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell

the location service apparatus receives a locating request including the identifier of a first cell to be searched from a first cell position information requesting apparatus

the location service apparatus determines whether the identifiers of the first cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same

the location service apparatus sends the first position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus

the location service apparatus sends a second locating request to a second terminal residing in the same cell with the first terminal

the location service apparatus receives the second position information from the second terminal

the location service apparatus generates the third position information according to the first position information and the second position information

the location service apparatus updates the cell position information with the third position information

the location service apparatus receives a locating request including the identifier of a second cell to be searched from a second cell position information requesting apparatus

the location service apparatus determines whether the identifiers of the second cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same

the location service apparatus sends the third position information to the second cell position information requesting apparatus
METHOD, LOCATION SERVICE APPARATUS AND SYSTEM FOR ACQUIRING A CELL POSITION AND LOCATING A CELL

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to the field of mobile communications, and more particularly to a method, location service apparatus and system for acquiring a cell position and locating a cell.

BACKGROUND

Location Based Services (LBS), known as mobile location services or location services, enable a mobile network to acquire the geographical position information (that is, latitude and longitude coordinates) of a mobile terminal using a specific locating technology, provide the acquired geographical position information to a mobile terminal user, a communication system or a third party, and provide, with the support from certain electronic map information, the mobile terminal user with calls or non-call services related to the position of the mobile terminal user.

The location manners of a mobile communication network comprise a cell-based location, a location based on conventional Global Positioning System (GPS) and an Assisted GPS (AGPS) location, wherein the AGPS location is a location technology which combines the GPS location with a mobile communication system and has been widely applied owing to its quick positioning speed and high positioning accuracy.

Currently, in the Secure User Plane Location (SUPL) protocol of Open Mobile Alliance (OMA), the location flow initiated by a terminal comprises the following steps:

step 1: an AGPS application program on the terminal is connected with a location services apparatus of the AGPS via a packet data domain to send an SUPL START message to request a location;

step 2: the location services apparatus searches, via the cell identifier (CELL ID) information included in the SUPL START message, a base station database (used for storing a cell identifier and the cell position information corresponding to the cell identifier) for the position information of the cell where the terminal resides so as to acquire the current rough position of the terminal, calculates assistance data with the rough position in combination with its own GPS reference information, and sends the calculated assistance data to the terminal; and

step 3: the terminal captures a GPS satellite signal according to the received GPS assistance information and carries out a location quickly. The specific location method may be understood by reference to an Open Mobile Alliance-Technology Specification-User Plane Location Protocol (OMA-TS-ULP).

A cell-based location flow comprises the following steps:

step 1: a location Service Provider (SP) sends a locating request to a location service apparatus to request it to locate a terminal;

step 2: after receiving the request, the location service apparatus sends a locating request to a Home Location Register (HLR), and the HLR returns the cell information of the terminal;

step 3: after receiving the cell information of the terminal, the location service apparatus searches a base station database for the position of the cell where the terminal resides; and

step 4: the location service apparatus sends the position of the cell where the terminal resides to the service provider.

The location flows above both need to search a base station database for the position of the cell where a terminal currently resides, however, it is a hard task for the base station database to acquire the position information of all the cells of the worldwide mobile networks and update the information timely and accurately. Acquiring a correct cell position is impossible when a terminal is in a roaming state (meaning that the position information of the cell where the terminal resides cannot be found in the base station database) and the base station database stores no information of the base station where the terminal is roaming, leading to a failed location. Therefore, it is impossible to locate the cell where a roaming terminal resides.

SUMMARY

The technical problem the present invention aims to solve is to provide a method, location service apparatus and system for acquiring a cell position, which are capable of locating a cell where a roaming terminal resides.

In order to solve the technical problem, the following technical solutions are provided in embodiments of the present invention.

In one aspect of the present invention, a method for acquiring a cell position is provided, comprising:

- a location service apparatus receives, from a first terminal, a locating request including an identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides;

- the location service apparatus determines whether cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is stored in a base station database of the location service apparatus and generates a result of determining;

- in the case where the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is not stored in the base station database of the location service apparatus, the location service apparatus sends a first locating request to the first terminal;

- the location service apparatus receives first position information from the first terminal, wherein the first position information is the position information returned after the first terminal carries out a location according to the first locating request; and

- the location service apparatus stores the first position information as the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell, so as to acquire the position information of the cell where a roaming terminal resides.

In the method for acquiring a cell position, the step that the location service apparatus sends a first locating request to the first terminal may comprise: the location service apparatus sends the first terminal a first locating request including a GPS satellite almanac; and

- the first position information may refer to the position information generated after the first terminal carries out a GPS location according to the GPS satellite almanac.

The method for acquiring a cell position may further comprise:

- the location service apparatus sends a second locating request to a second terminal residing in the same cell with the first terminal;

- the location service apparatus receives second position information from the second terminal, wherein the second position information is the position information returned after the second terminal carries out a location according to the second locating request;

- the location service apparatus generates third position information according to the first position information and the second position information; and
the location service apparatus updates the cell position information with the third position information.

In the method for acquiring a cell position, the method may further comprise: the location service apparatus calculates GPS assistance information according to the first position information before the location service apparatus sends the second locating request to the second terminal;

specifically, the step that the location service apparatus sends a second locating request to the second terminal may be as follows: the location service apparatus sends the second terminal a second locating request including the GPS assistance information;

wherein the second position information may refer to the position information generated after the second terminal carries out a GPS location according to the GPS assistance information.

In the method for acquiring a cell position, the first position information and the second position information may be longitude and latitude coordinates; and

specifically, the step that the location service apparatus generates third position information according to the first position information and the second position information may be as follows:

the location service apparatus generates the third position information by calculating the average value of the first position information and the second position information; or

the location service apparatus generates the third position information according to the occurrence probability of the first position information and the second position information.

The method for acquiring a cell position may further comprise:

the location service apparatus receives a locating request including an identifier of a first cell to be searched from a first cell position information requesting apparatus;

the location service apparatus compares the identifier of the first cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides; and

in the case where the identifiers of the first cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same, the location service apparatus sends the cell position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus, so as to acquire the position information of the cell to be searched.

The present invention further provides a location service apparatus, comprising:

a first receiving unit configured to receive, from a first terminal, a locating request including an identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides;

a determining unit configured to determine whether the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is stored in a base station database of the location service apparatus and generate a result of determining;

a first sending unit configured to send a first locating request by the location service apparatus to the first terminal in the case where the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is not stored in the base station database of the location service apparatus;

a second receiving unit configured to receive first position information from the first terminal, wherein the first position information is the position information returned after the first terminal carries out a location according to the first locating request; and

a storage unit configured to store the first position information as the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell, so as to acquire the position information of the cell where a roaming terminal resides.

In the location service apparatus, the first sending unit may be further configured to send a second locating request, and the second terminal resides in the same cell with the first terminal;

the second receiving unit may be further configured to receive second position information from the second terminal, wherein the second position information is the position information returned after the second terminal carries out a location according to the second locating request;

the location service apparatus may further comprise:

a position information generation unit configured to generate third position information according to the first position information and the second position information; and

an update unit configured to update the cell position information with the third position information.

The location service apparatus may further comprise:

a third receiving unit configured to receive a locating request including an identifier of a cell to be searched from a cell position information requesting apparatus;

a comparison unit configured to compare the identifier of the cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides and generate a result of comparing; and

a second sending unit configured to send the cell position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus when the identifiers of the cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same.

In another aspect of the present invention, a system for acquiring cell position information is further provided, comprising a location service apparatus and a first terminal, wherein

the first terminal is configured to send the location service apparatus a locating request including an identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides; and

the location service apparatus is configured to receive, from the first terminal, the locating request including the identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides, determine whether cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is stored in a base station database of the location service apparatus and generate a result of determining and, in the case where the result of determining is that the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is not stored in the base station database of the location service apparatus, send a first locating request to the first terminal, receive, from the first terminal, first position information which is the position information returned after the first terminal carries out a location according to the first locating request, and store the first position information as the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell, so as to acquire the position information of the cell where a roaming terminal resides.

In the system for acquiring cell position information, the first locating request may include a GPS satellite almanac; and

the first position information may refer to the position information returned after the first terminal carries out a GPS location according to the GPS satellite almanac.

The system for acquiring cell position information may further comprise:

a second terminal, which is configured in the cell where the first terminal resides and configured to receive a second locating request sent by the location service apparatus, carry out a location according to the second locating request, and send the generated second position information to the location service apparatus; and

the location service apparatus may be further configured to generate third position information according to the first posi-
tion information and the second position information, and update the position information of the cell with the third position information.

In the system for acquiring cell position information, the location service apparatus may be further configured to calculate, after receiving the first position information from the first terminal, GPS assistance information according to the first position information and include the calculated GPS assistance information in the second locating request to be sent to the second terminal; and

the second terminal may be further configured to carry out a GPS location according to the GPS assistance information.

In the system for acquiring cell position information, the first position information and the second position information may be latitude and longitude coordinates; and

the location service apparatus may be further configured to generate third position information by calculating the average value of the first position information and the second position information or generate third position information according to the occurrence probability of the first position information and the second position information.

The system for acquiring cell position information may further comprise a first cell position information requesting apparatus, wherein

the first cell position information requesting apparatus is configured to send the location service apparatus a locating request including an identifier of a first cell to be searched; and

the location service apparatus may be further configured to compare the identifier of the first cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides, and send the cell position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus when the result of the comparing shows that the identifiers of the first cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same, so as to acquire the position information of the cell to be searched.

The embodiments of the present invention have the following beneficial effects:

in this solution, as the location service apparatus receives, from the first terminal, the identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides and the first position information of the cell where the first terminal resides, and stores the first position information as the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell, in the subsequent flows, if another terminal is roaming in the cell where the first terminal resides, the cell position information of the roaming terminal can be acquired by searching for the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a flow chart of a method for acquiring a cell position according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a flow chart of a method for acquiring a cell position according to another embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating the method for acquiring a cell position disclosed in the present invention which is applied to the scenario of an AGPS location;

FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a method for locating a cell according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 5 is a flow chart of a method for locating a cell according to another embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating the structure of a location service apparatus according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram illustrating the structure of a location service apparatus according to another embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram illustrating the structure of a location service apparatus according to still another embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram illustrating the structure of a system for acquiring cell position information according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram illustrating the structure of a system for acquiring cell position information according to another embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram illustrating the structure of a system for acquiring cell position information according to still another embodiment of the present invention; and

FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram illustrating the structure of an application scenario of the system for acquiring cell position information disclosed in the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

For the sake of a better understanding of the technical problem to be solved by the embodiments of the present invention as well as the technical solutions and the advantages of the present invention, the present invention is described below in detail by reference to the accompanying drawings in conjunction with specific embodiments.

In order to solve the problem that a cell where a roaming terminal resides cannot be located in the prior art, embodiments of the present invention provides a method, location service apparatus and system for acquiring a cell position and locating a cell.

FIG. 1 shows an embodiment of a method for acquiring a cell position disclosed in the present invention, as shown in FIG. 1, the method comprises the following steps:

step 11: a location service apparatus receives, from a first terminal, a locating request including an identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides, thereby receiving the identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides from the first terminal; specifically, this step is as follows: the location service apparatus receives, from the first terminal, a locating request message including the identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides, and acquires the identifier of the cell from the locating request message;

step 12: the location service apparatus determines whether the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is stored in the base station database of the location service apparatus and generates a result of determining, this step aiming at determining whether the first terminal is in a roaming state;

step 13: in the case where the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is not stored in the base station database of the location service apparatus, the location service apparatus sends a first locating request to the first terminal to cause the first terminal to carry out a GPS location and generate first position information, it is clear that the location service apparatus is capable of confirming the location capability of the terminal, receiving information of terminal location capability from the terminal, and sending a locating request to the first terminal if the first terminal has a location function; and the first terminal carries out a location using its own GPS chip and generates the first position information;

step 14: the location service apparatus receives the first position information from the first terminal, wherein the first
position information is the position information returned after the first terminal carries out a location according to the first locating request;

step 15: the location service apparatus stores the first position information as the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell.

It should be understood that the skilled in the art that the location service apparatus can locally store the first position information as the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell or send the first position information and the identifier of the cell to a roaming region position collecting device and store the first position information and the identifier of the cell in the roaming region position collecting device.

In this solution, the location service apparatus receives, from the first terminal, the identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides and the first position information of the cell where the first terminal resides, and stores the first position information as the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell, accordingly, in the subsequent flows, if another roaming terminal is located in the cell where the first terminal resides, then the cell position information of the roaming terminal can be acquired by searching for the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell.

FIG. 2 shows the flow of a method for acquiring a cell position disclosed in another embodiment of the present invention, as shown in FIG. 2, the method comprises the following steps:

step 21: a location service apparatus receives, from a first terminal, a location request including the identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides; specifically, this step is as follows: the location service apparatus receives, from a first terminal, a location request message including the identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides, and acquires the identifier of the cell from the location request message;

step 22: the location service apparatus determines whether the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is stored in the base station database of the location service apparatus and generates a result of determining; specifically, this step is as follows: the location service apparatus searches the base station database for the position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell, if the result of the determining shows that the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is not stored in the base station database of the location service apparatus (that is, the position information of the cell where the first terminal resides is not stored in the base station database), then it is indicated that the first terminal is in a roaming state and the first terminal needs to be located by itself; and if the result of the determining shows that the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is stored in the base station database of the location service apparatus, the position information of the cell where the first terminal resides is acquired from the base station database and sent to the first terminal, then the flow is ended;

step 23: in the case where the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is not stored in the base station database of the location service apparatus, the location service apparatus sends a first locating request to the first terminal to cause the first terminal to carry out a GPS location and generate first position information; specifically, this step is as follows: the location service apparatus sends the first terminal a first locating request including a GPS satellite almanac to cause the first terminal to carry out a GPS location according to the GPS satellite almanac and generate first position information, thereby shortening the time taken on the location by the first terminal;

step 24: the location service apparatus receives, from the first terminal, the first position information of the cell where the first terminal resides, wherein the first position information is the position information returned after the first terminal carries out a location according to the first locating request; specifically, this step is as follows: the location service apparatus receives, from the first terminal, the first position information generated after the first terminal carries out a GPS location according to the GPS satellite almanac;

step 25: the location service apparatus stores the first position information as the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell;

as in the steps above the information of the position where the first terminal resides is taken as the position information of the cell where the first terminal resides, the stored cell position information is slightly deviated from the actual cell position information; in order to minimize the error between the stored cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell and the actual cell position, the present invention further comprises the following steps:

step 26: the location service apparatus calculates GPS assistance information according to the first position information;

step 27: the location service apparatus sends a second locating request to a second terminal residing in the cell to cause the second terminal to carry out a GPS location and generate second position information, specifically, the step 27 is as follows: if the second terminal resides in the same cell where the first terminal resides, the location service apparatus sends the second terminal a second locating request including the GPS assistance information to cause the second terminal to carry out a GPS location according to the GPS assistance information and generate the second position information, and the second terminal captures a GPS satellite signal according to the received GPS assistance information and carries out a location quickly, thereby shortening the time taken on the location by the terminal; wherein the content of the GPS assistance information and the specific location method can be understood by reference to the OMA-TS-UPL;

step 28: the location service apparatus receives, from the second terminal, the second position information of the cell generated by the second terminal according to the second locating request; specifically, the step 28 is as follows: the location service apparatus receives, from the second terminal, the second position information generated after the second terminal carries out a GPS location according to the GPS assistance information;

step 29: the location service apparatus generates third position information according to the first position information and the second position information, the first position information and the second position information may be longitude and latitude coordinates; specifically, step 29 is as follows: the location service apparatus generates third position information by calculating the average value of the first position information and the second position information or generates third position information according to the occurrence probability of the first position information and the second position information; it should be understood by those skilled in the art that the algorithm for generating the third position information may be other algorithms, and the more times the location on the terminals in the same cell is performed, the closer the obtained position information is to the actual position information;
step 210: the location service apparatus updates the cell position information with the third position information.

FIG. 3 shows the scenario of the location service method disclosed in the present invention applied to an AGPS location, in this application scenario, the location service apparatus sends the first position information and the identifier of the cell to the roaming region position collecting device and stores the first position information and the identifier of the cell in the roaming region position collecting device. The method comprises the following steps:

step 301: a terminal user initiates a locating request including the identifier information of the cell (CELL) where the terminal resides to a location service apparatus;

step 302: the location service apparatus searches the base station database for the position information corresponding to the cell according to the cell identifier information of the terminal in the case where a position information result is found, calculates the GPS assistance data information needed by the terminal according to the position result, and sends the calculated GPS assistance data information to the terminal to interact with the terminal, then the terminal completes the location and step 307 is executed; or in the case where no position result is found, step 303 is executed;

step 303: the location service apparatus sends a message to cause the roaming region position collecting device to search for position result corresponding to the cell and then step 304 is executed;

step 304: the roaming region position collecting device searches for the position result corresponding to the identifier information of the cell, step 305 is executed if the position result is found, otherwise, step 310 is executed;

step 305: the roaming region position collecting device returns the position result to the location service apparatus and then step 306 is executed;

step 306: the location service apparatus calculates the GPS assistance location information needed by the terminal according to the position result returned by the roaming region position collecting device, sends the calculated GPS assistance location information to the terminal to exchange messages with the terminal, and then step 307 is executed;

step 307: after calculating the position result, the terminal returns the position result to the location service apparatus and then step 308 is executed;

step 308: location service apparatus sends the location result to the roaming region position collecting device and then step 309 is executed;

step 309: after receiving the new position result, the roaming region position collecting device updates the position result corresponding to the cell by updating the algorithm, if finding new position information corresponding to the cell, the roaming region position collecting device returns an error indication message to the location service apparatus and then step 311 is executed;

step 311: after receiving the error indication message from the roaming region position collecting device, the location service apparatus sends the GPS satellite almanac to the terminal to accelerate the location on the terminal and then step 312 is executed;

step 312: after receiving the GPS satellite almanac message from the location service apparatus, the terminal determines the position result, sends the position result to the location service apparatus, and then step 313 is executed;

step 313: after receiving the position result, the location service apparatus sends the position result and corresponding cell identifier information to a roaming region position collecting device;

step 314: after receiving the position result, the roaming region position collecting device stores the position result corresponding to the cell.

FIG. 4 shows an embodiment of a method for locating a cell disclosed in the present invention, as shown in FIG. 4, the method comprises the following steps:

step 41: a location service apparatus receives, from a first terminal, a locating request including the identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides;

step 42: the location service apparatus determines whether the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is stored in the base station database of the location service apparatus and generates a result of determining;

step 43: the location service apparatus sends a first locating request to the first terminal if the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is not stored in the base station database of the location service apparatus;

step 44: the location service apparatus receives first position information from the first terminal, wherein the first position information is the position information returned after the first terminal carries out a location according to the first locating request;

step 45: the location service apparatus stores the first position information as the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell;

step 46: the location service apparatus receives a locating request including the identifier of a first cell to be searched from a first cell position information requesting apparatus;

step 47: the location service apparatus compares the identifier of the first cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides; and

step 48: the location service apparatus sends the first position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus if the identifiers of the first cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same;

in this solution, as the location service apparatus receives, from the first terminal, the identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides and the first position information of the cell where the first terminal resides, and stores the first position information as the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell; in the case where the cell to be searched is the cell where the first terminal resides, the position information of the cell to be searched can be acquired by searching for the cell position information corresponding to the cell identifier;

in the present invention, the information of position where the first terminal resides is taken as the position information of the cell where the first terminal resides, therefore, in order to minimize the error between the stored cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell and the actual cell position, in another embodiment shown in FIG. 5, the method for locating a cell further comprises the following steps:

step 49: the location service apparatus sends a second locating request to a second terminal residing in the same cell with the first terminal;

step 410: the location service apparatus receives the second position information from the second terminal, wherein the second position information is the position information generated after the second terminal carries out a location according to the second locating request;

step 411: the location service apparatus generates third position information according to the first position information and the second position information;

step 412: the location service apparatus updates the cell position information with the third position information;
step 413: the location service apparatus receives a locating request including the identifier of a second cell to be searched from a second cell position information requesting apparatus; and
step 414: the location service apparatus compares the identifier of the second cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides; and
step 415: the location service apparatus sends the third position information to the second cell position information requesting apparatus if the identifiers of the second cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same.

FIG. 6 shows a location service apparatus 6 of the present invention, comprising:

a first receiving unit 61 configured to receive, from a first terminal, a locating request including the identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides;
a determining unit 62 configured to determine whether the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is stored in the base station database of the location service apparatus and generate a result of determining;
a first sending unit 63 configured to send a first locating request by the location service apparatus to the first terminal in the case where the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is not stored in the base station database of the location service apparatus;
a second receiving unit 64 configured to receive the first position information from the first terminal, wherein the first position information is the position information returned after the first terminal carries out a location according to the first locating request; and
a storage unit 65 configured to store the first position information as the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell.

In this solution, the first receiving unit 61 receives, from the first terminal, the identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides; the second receiving unit 64 receives, from the first terminal, the first position information of the cell where the first terminal resides; and the storage unit 65 stores the first position information as the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell. In the subsequent flows, if a terminal is in a roaming state, that is, the cell position information to be searched is not stored in the base station database, then the position information of the cell where the roaming terminal resides can be acquired by searching for the stored cell identifier and cell information corresponding to the identifier of the cell.

In the present invention, the information of the position where the first terminal resides is taken as the position information of the cell where the first terminal resides, therefore, in order to minimize the error between the stored cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell and the actual cell position, as shown in FIG. 7, the first sending unit 63 is further configured to send a second locating request, the second terminal is located in the same cell with the first terminal, and the second receiving unit 64 is further configured to receive second position information from the second terminal, wherein the second position information is the position information generated after the second terminal carries out a location according to the second locating request.

The location service apparatus 6 further comprises:
a position information generation unit 66 configured to generate third position information according to the first position information and the second position information; and
an update unit 67 configured to update the cell position information with the third position information.

In this way, after the location on the second terminal residing in the same cell with the first terminal is completed, the location service apparatus 6 can generate the third position information according to the first position information and the cell position information, and update the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell with the third position information, and consequently, the more times the location on the terminals in the same cell is performed, the closer the obtained cell position information is to the actual cell position information, and the closer the cell position information acquired by searching the location service apparatus is to the actual cell position information.

As shown in FIG. 8, the location service apparatus 6 further comprises:
a third receiving unit 68 configured to receive a locating request including the identifier of a cell to be searched from a cell position information requesting apparatus;
a comparison unit 69 configured to compare the identifier of the cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides and generate a result of comparing; and
a second sending unit 610 configured to send the cell position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus if the identifier of the cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same.

Then, if the cell to be searched is the cell where the first terminal resides, then the position information of the cell to be searched can be acquired by searching for the cell position information corresponding to the cell identifier.

FIG. 9 shows a system for acquiring cell position information disclosed in the present invention, as shown in FIG. 9, the system comprises a location service apparatus 6 and a first terminal 8, wherein

the first terminal 8 is configured to send the location service apparatus 6 a locating request including the identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides; and
the location service apparatus 6 is configured to receive, from the first terminal, the locating request including the identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides, determine whether the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is stored in the base station database of the location service apparatus 6 and generate a result of determining, and, in the case where the result of determining is that the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is not stored in the base station database of the location service apparatus, send a first locating request to the first terminal, receive, from the first terminal, first position information which is the position information returned after the first terminal carries out a location according to the first locating request, and store the first position information as the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell.

In this solution, the first terminal 8 sends the location service apparatus 6 the identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides and the first position information of the cell where the first terminal resides, so that the location service apparatus 6 can store the first position information as the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell. In the subsequent flows, if a terminal is in a roaming state, that is, the cell position information to be searched is not stored in the base station database, then the position information of the cell where the roaming terminal resides can be acquired by searching for the identifier of the cell and cell information corresponding to the identifier of the cell which are stored by the location service apparatus 6.

As shown in FIG. 10, the system for acquiring cell position information further comprises a cell position information requesting apparatus 7 configured to send a locating request including the identifier of a cell to be searched to the location service apparatus 6; and
the location service apparatus 6 is further configured to compare the identifier of the cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides, and send the cell position information to the cell position information requesting apparatus 7 if the result of the comparing shows that the identifiers of the cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same.

FIG. 11 shows another embodiment of the system for acquiring cell position information, as shown in FIG. 11, the system further comprises a second terminal 9.

The second terminal 9 is configured to send, if the second terminal resides in the cell, second position information to the location service apparatus 6; and the location service apparatus 6 is further configured to generate third position information according to the first position information and the second position information, and update the cell position information with the third position information. The more times the location on the terminals in the same cell is performed, the closer the obtained cell position information is to the actual cell position information, and accordingly, the closer the cell position information acquired by searching the location service apparatus 6 is to the actual cell position information.

Below is description of an application scenario of the system for acquiring cell position information disclosed in the present invention. As shown in FIG. 12, the system for acquiring cell position information comprises a terminal, a location service apparatus and a roamed region position collecting device, wherein in this application scenario, the location service apparatus sends the first position information and the identifier of the cell to the roamed region position collecting device, and the first position information and the identifier of the cell are stored in the roamed region position collecting device.

Wherein the terminal takes charge of the information exchange with the location service apparatus and, in the case where the location mode is an AGPS location, carries out a location using its own AGPS chip to generate a location result, and sends the location result to the location service apparatus.

The location service apparatus is capable of providing location services, including authenticating the privacy of a locating request message, confirming the location capability of a locating terminal, and receiving and processing a locating request from a location Service Provider (SP).

The roamed region position collecting device, which enables the location service apparatus to search for the position of the cell in a roamed region and has a function of updating cell position information and a self-learning function, is capable of storing or updating the cell position and cell identifier which are returned by the location service apparatus using a self-learning algorithm to guarantee the accuracy of the position of the cell in the roamed region. The location service apparatus collects the cell position information of the networks of the worldwide mobile communication operators through a self-learning method to realize an AGPS location or a cell location when a terminal is in a roaming state.

Below is description of the interaction between the roamed region position collecting device and the location service apparatus, comprising:

step 1: in a location process, after receiving a locating request message for a terminal, the location service apparatus searches a base station database according to the cell identifier information carried by the terminal in the case where the AGPS location mode is adopted, or, in the case where the location is a cell location initiated by a location service provider, the location service apparatus sends a message to an HLR to search for the cell identifier information of the terminal to be located, then searches the base station database via the cell identifier information, and if no cell position information is found, that is, the terminal is roaming in a region outside the service range of the location service apparatus, step 2 is executed;

step 2: the location service apparatus searches the roamed region position collecting device for the position information corresponding to the cell identifier information, if the position information corresponding to the cell identifier information is found, the obtained position result is returned to the location service apparatus, and then step 3 is executed, or if no position information corresponding to the cell identifier information is found, a failure result is returned to the location service apparatus and then step 4 is executed;

step 3: after receiving the position result, the location service apparatus calculates, in the case where AGPS location mode is adopted, GPS assistance information according to the position result, sends the calculated GPS assistance information to the terminal and interacts with the terminal, the terminal completes the location; the locating terminal returns the position result to the location service apparatus; the location service apparatus sends the position result to the roamed region position collecting device; and the roamed region position collecting device updates the position information corresponding to the cell through a given algorithm, wherein the update on the cell position result by the roamed region position collecting device is not a simple update on the position result but an update using a given algorithm, the more position results on the same cell are collected, the more accurate the obtained cell position result is, that is, the more times the location on terminals is performed, the closer the obtained position result is to the actual cell position; in the case where the location is a cell location, the location service apparatus directly returns the position result to the location service provider, then the location flow is ended;

step 4: if receiving no position information corresponding to the cell where the terminal currently resides, the location service apparatus sends, in the case where an AGPS location mode is adopted, a GPS satellite almanac to the terminal, the terminal carries out a location using its own GPS chip and generates a position result, and sends the position result to the location service apparatus, the location service apparatus sends the position result to the roamed region position collecting device, and the roamed region position collecting device stores the position result corresponding to the cell; or, in the case where a cell location mode is adopted, the location service apparatus returns failure information to the location service provider.

The present invention is applied when a terminal to be located is roaming in a region outside the service range of the location service apparatus to provide an AGPS location service and a cell location service with the aid of the roamed region position collecting device. The roamed region position collecting device may be configured in the location service apparatus. The first terminal may be a mobile telephone and the like. The location carried out by the terminal may be a GPS location or other kinds of locations. The cell position information requesting apparatus may be a location service provider or a terminal and the like.

The embodiments of the method are corresponding to those of the apparatus, therefore, those are not described in detail in the embodiments of the method can be understood by reference to the counterparts described in detail in the embodiments of the apparatus, and those are not described in
detail in the embodiments of the apparatus can be understood by reference to the counterparts described in detail in the embodiments of the method.

It should be appreciated by those of the ordinary skilled in the art that all or part of the steps described in the embodiments of the method can be completed by related hardware run by a program, the program may be stored in a computer-readable storage medium, when the program is running, the steps described in the embodiments of the method as well as the storage medium such as magnetic disc, optical disc, Read-Only Memory (ROM) or Random Access Memory (RAM) are involved.

The sequence numbers of the steps are not to be construed as limiting the execution order of the steps in the embodiments of the method of the present invention, it also should be appreciated by those of the ordinary skilled in the art that the modification devised in the order of the steps without making creative work also belongs to the scope of the protection of the present invention.

The mentioned above are only preferred embodiments of the present invention, it should be noted that various modification and improvements can be devised by those of the ordinary skilled in the art without departing from the principles of the present invention, and that all the devised modifications and improvements shall belong to the scope of the protection of the present invention.

Industrial Applicability

The present invention is applied when a terminal to be located is roaming in a region outside the service range of the location service apparatus to provide an AGPS location service and a cell location service with the aid of the roaming region position collecting device. The roaming region position collecting device may be configured in the location service apparatus. The first terminal may be a mobile telephone and the like. The location carried out by the terminal may be a GPS location or other kinds of locations. The cell position information requesting apparatus may be a location service provider or a terminal and the like.

The invention claimed is:

1. A method for acquiring a cell position, comprising:
   a location service apparatus receiving, from a first terminal, a locating request including an identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides;
   the location service apparatus determining whether cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is stored in a base station database of the location service apparatus and generating a result of determining;
   in the case where the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell is not stored in the base station database of the location service apparatus, the location service apparatus sending a first locating request to the first terminal;
   the location service apparatus receiving first position information from the first terminal, wherein the first position information is the position information returned after the first terminal carries out a location according to the first locating request; and
   the location service apparatus storing the first position information as the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell, so as to acquire the position information of the cell where a roaming terminal resides.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein
   the step that the location service apparatus sends a first locating request to the first terminal comprises: the location service apparatus sends the first terminal a first locating request including a GPS satellite almanac; and
   the step that the first terminal carries out a location according to the first locating request comprises: the first terminal carries out a GPS location according to the GPS satellite almanac.

3. The method according to claim 2, further comprising:
   the location service apparatus sending a second locating request to a second terminal residing in the same cell with the first terminal;
   the location service apparatus receiving second position information from the second terminal, wherein the second position information is the position information returned after the second terminal carries out a location according to the second locating request;
   the location service apparatus generating third position information according to the first position information and the second position information; and
   the location service apparatus updating the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell with the third position information.

4. The method according to claim 3, the method further comprising: the location service apparatus calculating GPS assistance information according to the first position information before the location service apparatus sends the second locating request to the second terminal;
   wherein the step that the location service apparatus sends a second locating request to the second terminal is as follows: the location service apparatus sends the second terminal a second locating request including the GPS assistance information; and
   the second position information refers to the position information generated after the second terminal carries out a GPS location according to the GPS assistance information.

5. The method according to claim 4, further comprising: the location service apparatus receiving a locating request including an identifier of a first cell to be searched from a first cell position information requesting apparatus;
   the location service apparatus comparing the identifier of the first cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides; and
   in the case where the identifiers of the first cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same, the location service apparatus sending the cell position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus, so as to acquire the position information of the cell to be searched.

6. The method according to claim 3, wherein
   the first position information and the second position information are latitude and longitude coordinates; and
   the step that the location service apparatus generates third position information according to the first position information and the second position information is as follows:
   the location service apparatus generates the third position information by calculating the average value of the first position information and the second position information; or
   the location service apparatus generates the third position information according to the occurrence probability of the first position information and the second position information.

7. The method according to claim 6, further comprising:
   the location service apparatus receiving a locating request including an identifier of a first cell to be searched from a first cell position information requesting apparatus;
the location service apparatus comparing the identifier of the first cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides; and
in the case where the identifiers of the first cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same, the location service apparatus sending the cell position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus, so as to acquire the position information of the cell to be searched.

8. The method according to claim 3, further comprising: the location service apparatus receiving a locating request including an identifier of a first cell to be searched from a first cell position information requesting apparatus; the location service apparatus comparing the identifier of the first cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides; and
in the case where the identifiers of the first cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same, the location service apparatus sending the cell position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus, so as to acquire the position information of the cell to be searched.

9. The method according to claim 2, further comprising: the location service apparatus receiving a locating request including an identifier of a first cell to be searched from a first cell position information requesting apparatus; the location service apparatus comparing the identifier of the first cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides; and
in the case where the identifiers of the first cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same, the location service apparatus sending the cell position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus, so as to acquire the position information of the cell to be searched.

10. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: the location service apparatus sending a second locating request to a second terminal residing in the same cell with the first terminal;
the location service apparatus receiving second position information from the second terminal, wherein the second position information is the position information returned after the second terminal carries out a location according to the second locating request;
the location service apparatus generating third position information according to the first position information and the second position information; and
the location service apparatus updating the cell position information corresponding to the identifier of the cell with the third position information.

11. The method according to claim 10, the method further comprising: the location service apparatus calculating GPS assistance information according to the first position information before the location service apparatus sends the second locating request to the second terminal;
wherein the step that the location service apparatus sends a second locating request to the second terminal is as follows: the location service apparatus sends the second terminal a second locating request including the GPS assistance information; and
the second position information refers to the position information generated after the second terminal carries out a GPS location according to the GPS assistance information.

12. The method according to claim 11, further comprising: the location service apparatus receiving a locating request including an identifier of a first cell to be searched from a first cell position information requesting apparatus;
the location service apparatus comparing the identifier of the first cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides; and
in the case where the identifiers of the first cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same, the location service apparatus sending the cell position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus, so as to acquire the position information of the cell to be searched.

13. The method according to claim 10, wherein
the first position information and the second position information are latitude and longitude coordinates; and
the step that the location service apparatus generates third position information according to the first position information and the second position information is as follows:
the location service apparatus generates the third position information by calculating the average value of the first position information and the second position information; or
the location service apparatus generates the third position information according to the occurrence probability of the first position information and the second position information.

14. The method according to claim 13, further comprising: the location service apparatus receiving a locating request including an identifier of a first cell to be searched from a first cell position information requesting apparatus;
the location service apparatus comparing the identifier of the first cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides; and
in the case where the identifiers of the first cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same, the location service apparatus sending the cell position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus, so as to acquire the position information of the cell to be searched.

15. The method according to claim 10, further comprising: the location service apparatus receiving a locating request including an identifier of a first cell to be searched from a first cell position information requesting apparatus;
the location service apparatus comparing the identifier of the first cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides; and
in the case where the identifiers of the first cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same, the location service apparatus sending the cell position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus, so as to acquire the position information of the cell to be searched.

16. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: the location service apparatus receiving a locating request including an identifier of a first cell to be searched from a first cell position information requesting apparatus;
the location service apparatus comparing the identifier of the first cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides; and
in the case where the identifiers of the first cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same, the location service apparatus sending the cell position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus, so as to acquire the position information of the cell to be searched.
17. A location service apparatus, comprising:
a first receiving unit configured to receive, from a first
terminal, a locating request including an identifier of the
cell where the first terminal resides;
a determining unit configured to determine whether cell
position information corresponding to the identifier of
the cell is stored in a base station database of the location
service apparatus and generate a result of determining;
a first sending unit configured to send a first locating
request to the first terminal in the case where the cell
position information corresponding to the identifier of
the cell is not stored in the base station database of the
location service apparatus;
a second receiving unit configured to receive first position
information from the first terminal, wherein the first
position information is the position information return
ned after the first terminal carries out a location
requesting in the first locating request; and
a storage unit configured to store the first position infor-
mation as the cell position information corresponding to
the identifier of the cell, so as to acquire the position
information of the cell where a roaming terminal resides.
18. The location service apparatus according to claim 17,
wherein
the first sending unit is further configured to send a second
locating request to a second terminal residing in the
same cell with the first terminal;
the second receiving unit is further configured to receive
second position information from the second terminal,
wherein the second position information is the position
information returned after the second terminal carries
out a location according to the second locating request;
the location service apparatus further comprising:
a position information generation unit configured to gen-
erate third position information according to the first
position information and the second position informa-
tion; and
an update unit configured to update the cell position infor-
mation with the third position information.
19. The location service apparatus according to claim 18,
further comprising:
a third receiving unit configured to receive a locating
request including an identifier of a cell to be searched
from a cell position information requesting apparatus;
a comparison unit configured to compare the identifier of
the cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first
terminal resides and generate a result of comparing; and
a second sending unit configured to send the cell position
information to the first cell position information request-
ing apparatus when the identifiers of the cell to be
searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are
the same.
20. The location service apparatus according to claim 17,
further comprising:
a third receiving unit configured to receive a locating
request including an identifier of a cell to be searched
from a cell position information requesting apparatus;
a comparison unit configured to compare the identifier of
the cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first
terminal resides and generate a result of comparing; and
a second sending unit configured to send the cell position
information to the first cell position information request-
ing apparatus when the identifiers of the cell to be
searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are
the same.
21. A system for acquiring cell position information, compris-
ing: a location service apparatus and a first terminal,
wherein
the first terminal is configured to send the location service
apparatus a locating request including an identifier of the
cell where the first terminal resides; and
the location service apparatus is configured to receive,
from the first terminal, the locating request including the
identifier of the cell where the first terminal resides,
determine whether cell position information corre-
sponding to the identifier of the cell is stored in a base
station database of the location service apparatus and
generate a result of determining and, in the case where
the result of determining is that the cell position infor-
mation corresponding to the identifier of the cell is not
stored in the base station database of the location service
apparatus, send a first locating request to the first termi-
nal, receive, from the first terminal, first position infor-
mation which is the position information returned after
the first terminal carries out a location according to the
first locating request, and store the first position infor-
mation as the cell position information corresponding to
the identifier of the cell, so as to acquire the position
information of the cell where a roaming terminal resides.
22. The system according to claim 21, wherein
the first locating request includes a GPS satellite almanac;
and
the first position information refers to the position informa-
tion returned after the first terminal carries out a GPS
location according to the GPS satellite almanac.
23. The system according to claim 22, further comprising:
a second terminal, which is configured in the cell where
the first terminal resides and configured to receive a second
locating request sent by the location service apparatus,
carry out a location according to the second locating
request, and send the generated second position informa-
tion to the location service apparatus; and
the location service apparatus is further configured to gen-
erate third position information according to the first
position information and the second position informa-
tion, and update the position information of the cell with
the third position information.
24. The system according to claim 23, wherein
the location service apparatus is further configured to cal-
culate, after receiving the first position information from
the first terminal, GPS assistance information according to
the first position information and include the calcul-
ated GPS assistance information in the second locating
request to be sent to the second terminal; and
the second terminal is further configured to carry out a GPS
location according to the GPS assistance information.
25. The system according to claim 24, wherein
the first position information and the second position infor-
mation are latitude and longitude coordinates; and
the location service apparatus is further configured to gen-
erate third position information by calculating the aver-
age value of the first position information and the second
position information or generate third position informa-
tion according to the occurrence probability of the first
position information and the second position informa-
tion.
26. The system according to claim 25, further comprising a
first cell position information requesting apparatus, wherein
the first cell position information requesting apparatus is
configured to send the location service apparatus a locat-
ing request including an identifier of a first cell to be
searched; and
the location service apparatus is further configured to compare the identifier of the first cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides, and send the cell position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus when the result of the comparing shows that the identifiers of the first cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same, so as to acquire the position information of the cell to be searched.

27. The system according to claim 24, further comprising a first cell position information requesting apparatus, wherein the first cell position information requesting apparatus is configured to send the location service apparatus a locating request including an identifier of a first cell to be searched; and

the location service apparatus is further configured to compare the identifier of the first cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides, and send the cell position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus when the result of the comparing shows that the identifiers of the first cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same, so as to acquire the position information of the cell to be searched.

28. The system according to claim 23, further comprising a first cell position information requesting apparatus, wherein the first cell position information requesting apparatus is configured to send the location service apparatus a locating request including an identifier of a first cell to be searched; and

the location service apparatus is further configured to compare the identifier of the first cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides, and send the cell position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus when the result of the comparing shows that the identifiers of the first cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same, so as to acquire the position information of the cell to be searched.

29. The system according to claim 22, further comprising a first cell position information requesting apparatus, wherein the first cell position information requesting apparatus is configured to send the location service apparatus a locating request including an identifier of a first cell to be searched; and

the location service apparatus is further configured to compare the identifier of the first cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides, and send the cell position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus when the result of the comparing shows that the identifiers of the first cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same, so as to acquire the position information of the cell to be searched.

30. The system according to claim 21, further comprising: a second terminal, which is configured in the cell where the first terminal resides and configured to receive a second locating request sent by the location service apparatus, carry out a location according to the second locating request, and send the generated second position information to the location service apparatus; and

the location service apparatus is further configured to generate third position information according to the first position information and the second position information, and update the position information of the cell with the third position information.

31. The system according to claim 30, wherein
the location service apparatus is further configured to calculate, after receiving the first position information from the first terminal, GPS assistance information according to the first position information and include the calculated GPS assistance information in the second locating request to be sent to the second terminal; and

the second terminal is further configured to carry out a GPS location according to the GPS assistance information.

32. The system according to claim 31, wherein
the first position information and the second position information are latitude and longitude coordinates; and

the location service apparatus is further configured to generate third position information by calculating the average value of the first position information and the second position information or generate third position information according to the occurrence probability of the first position information and the second position information.

33. The system according to claim 32, further comprising a first cell position information requesting apparatus, wherein
the first cell position information requesting apparatus is configured to send the location service apparatus a locating request including an identifier of a first cell to be searched; and

the location service apparatus is further configured to compare the identifier of the first cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides, and send the cell position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus when the result of the comparing shows that the identifiers of the first cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same, so as to acquire the position information of the cell to be searched.

34. The system according to claim 31, further comprising a first cell position information requesting apparatus, wherein
the first cell position information requesting apparatus is configured to send the location service apparatus a locating request including an identifier of a first cell to be searched; and

the location service apparatus is further configured to compare the identifier of the first cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides, and send the cell position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus when the result of the comparing shows that the identifiers of the first cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same, so as to acquire the position information of the cell to be searched.

35. The system according to claim 30, further comprising a first cell position information requesting apparatus, wherein
the first cell position information requesting apparatus is configured to send the location service apparatus a locating request including an identifier of a first cell to be searched; and

the location service apparatus is further configured to compare the identifier of the first cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides, and send the cell position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus when the result of the comparing shows that the identifiers of the first cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same, so as to acquire the position information of the cell to be searched.
36. The system according to claim 21, further comprising a first cell position information requesting apparatus, wherein
the first cell position information requesting apparatus is configured to send the location service apparatus a locating request including an identifier of a first cell to be searched; and
the location service apparatus is further configured to compare the identifier of the first cell to be searched with that of the cell where the first terminal resides, and send the cell position information to the first cell position information requesting apparatus when the result of the comparing shows that the identifiers of the first cell to be searched and the cell where the first terminal resides are the same, so as to acquire the position information of the cell to be searched.

* * * * *